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ASX RELEASE / MEDIA RELEASE

Fertoz receives operating rights to Dry Ridge Phosphate Project



Fertoz appointed operator of Dry Ridge Phosphate Project
World Industrial Minerals appointed to develop exploration plan for Dry Ridge project



Cascade Earth Sciences appointed to lead the team for Environmental Permit approval



Project ideally located in an established phosphate mining area of Idaho, U.S.A

Fertoz Limited (“Fertoz” or the “Company”) is pleased to announce that the US Federal Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) has approved the transfer of operating rights for the Company’s Dry Ridge Phosphate Project from Solvay USA
Inc. to Fertoz USA LLC. This change is as per the Agreement announcement to the ASX December 10, 2013.
Fertoz USA LLC is an Idaho registered US company, 100% owned by Fertoz Limited.
Fertoz has begun preparing a permit to allow extensive exploration of the Dry Ridge Project in 2015 and 2016. The
Company has engaged consultant World Industrial Minerals to provide additional geological services to develop the
exploration programme in line with BLM requirements.
Cascade Earth Sciences (CES) has also been engaged to commence environmental permitting, a requirement by the
BLM. CES has teamed with Sound Ecological Endeavours (biologist) and Sundance Consulting (archaeologist) to
expedite the process. The approval process is expected to take 12 to 15 months with drilling planned for the second
half of 2015. Exploration in the USA requires significant third party input and reports prior to drilling being approved.
Managing Director Les Szonyi said: “Now that we have been
appointed as operator, we can accelerate the approval process and
hope to begin drilling later next year. While we progress with
exploration approvals in Idaho, we will continue to focus on bulk
samples from Wapiti East and exploration of the Fernie group
(Marten, Barnes Lake, Crows Nest) in Canada.”
The Dry Ridge Phosphate Project is located in the established
phosphate mining region of South Eastern Idaho, U.S.A.
The Dry Ridge Project, phosphate lease I-07238 (“Lease”), is a
Federal mineral lease located in the established phosphate mining region of South Eastern Idaho. South Eastern
Idaho boasts the richest phosphate deposits in the Western United States, and is second only to Florida in phosphate
production.
This region is within an area designated by the United States Geosciences Survey as a “Known Phosphate Leasing
Area”, or KPLA, which contains four operating phosphate mines and a number of smaller advanced
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exploration/development projects, some of which are directly along strike and hosted by the same sedimentary
horizon which bears phosphate at the Dry Ridge Phosphate Project.
The Dry Ridge Phosphate Project is located in an established mining region in the Americas and has the potential to
be developed and brought into production with relatively low capital investment. It is close to existing
infrastructure, three operating phosphate mines and three phosphate processing plants, two of which are within
35km of the Project.

About Fertoz
Fertoz is exploring for high grade phosphate resources in Canada and the United States of America, which are two of
the largest agricultural economies in the world and which both import phosphate rock. Fertoz has five projects in
Canada – Wapiti (East and West), Barnes Lake, Crows Nest and Marten – all proximate to infrastructure, and an
option on one project in Idaho, USA, again proximate to infrastructure. Fertoz is targeting small, high grade
resources in the Americas that can be commercialised quickly and inexpensively, with high grade product sold to
organic farmers or third-party fertiliser plants.
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For further information contact:
Les Szonyi
Managing Director
Fertoz Limited
M +61 418 158 185

Nathan Ryan
Investor Relations
NWR Communications
M +61 420 582 887

Forward-looking statements
This document may contain forward-looking statements. Sentences and phrases are forward looking statements when they
include any tense from present to future or similar inflection words, such as (but not limited to) "believe," "estimate,"
"anticipate," "plan," "predict," "may," "hope," "can," "will," "should," "expect," "intend," "is designed to," "with the intent,"
"potential," the negative of these words or such other variations thereon or comparable terminology, may indicate forward
looking statement.
Forward looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions which are outside the
control of Fertoz. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include (but are not limited to) commodity prices, currency
fluctuations, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, environmental risks and legislative,
fiscal or regulatory developments, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals and cost estimates.
Actual values, results or events may be materially different to those expressed or implied in this document. Given these
uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place reliance on forward looking statements. Any forward looking statement in this
document is valid only at the date of issue of this document.
Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law and the ASX Listing Rules, or any other Listing Rules or Financial
Regulators’ rules, Fertoz, its agents, directors, officers, employees, advisors and consultants do not undertake any obligation to
update or revise any information or any of the forward looking statements in this document if events, conditions or
circumstances change or that unexpected occurrences happen to affect such a statement.
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